Consumer rights –
how to avoid risks?
What do I need to be aware of as
an energy consumer?

Which actions can be deemed an
unfair trade practice?

The energy and gas vendors market, nowadays,
allows free switching of the supplier. Each one of
them wants to convince the consumer to use
nobody else's but their services. Thus various
marketing actions are on the table. Traditional
advertising, special offers, incentives to conclude
long-term contracts. There are also illegal or
barely legal actions. We call them unfair trade
practice.

A prohibited practice can be misleading the
consumer, e.g. with regard to the terms of the
offer or the seller's identity. The seller must, in a
clear and accurate way, present the commercial
terms – if his/her messages are formulated in a
way that could mislead an average consumer, we
are dealing with a prohibited practice.

What is an unfair practice?
Unfair practices are prohibited under Directive
2005/29/EC of the European Parliament and the
Council of 11th May 2005 on unfair trade
practices. In the U.K. OFGEM (Office of Gas and
Electricity Markets) is the regulatory body which
monitors the energy market to ensure fair
treatment of consumers and to secure compliance
with legislation.

An unfair trade practice can also be deemed
omission – e.g. omitting significant information.
For example, the seller emphasises that the price
is lowered in a new offer, but does not inform that
the reduction will be in force only for the first 6
months, whereas the contract is concluded for a
definite time, e.g. for 36 months.
Also prohibited are aggressive practices, when the
entrepreneur uses harassment, coercion or illegal
pressure. An illegal pressure can be, for example,
the salesperson’s refusal to leave the house, until
the contract is signed, whilst the salesperson
states that conclusion of the contract is obligatory.

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/about-us
A trade practice is unfair if it influences in a
significant manner the consumer's market
behaviour and their decisions, which the
consumer would not make if they hadn't been
misled. For example, if a salesperson does not
inform the consumer directly that he is bringing an
offer of a different supplier to the current
electricity provider and if the logo that is used by
the salesperson is similar to the logo on the former
invoices, the consumer thinks that the
representative is coming from the present
provider with a new offer. That would be
considered to be an unfair practice.

What consequences does an
unfair seller face?
The consumer can demand, first of all, the practice
to be stopped and its effects removed. If, in
connection with the unfair practice, the consumer
suffers any additional damage, he/she can
demand compensation.
The above principles indicate that usually – when
the contract is a result of an unfair practice – it is
possible to be released from this contract.

Since national regulations usually provide
specified deadlines for reporting claims, it is
important not to wait. When the consumer
suspects that there has been a misrepresentation,
e.g. verbal assurances do not match those that
have been included in the contract, you might
want to go to a consumer institution for assistance
immediately.

How to complain about your
energy supplier?
If you have a complaint about your gas or
electricity supplier you should first contact them.
Your supplier's phone number and website will be
on your energy bill. Explain what the problem is
and what you want your supplier to do about it.
Your supplier will have a complaints
procedure. You should follow this so they have the
information they need to resolve the issue.
All gas and electricity suppliers are required
through strict complaints handling standards to
deal proactively with complaints. They have up to
eight weeks to come to a decision on the
complaint with you.
If you are not happy with their response you can
contact the Energy Ombudsman. The Energy
Ombudsman is a free, independent and impartial
service. They can get the supplier to:


correct the problem



apologise



respond to you and explain the issue



in some cases, make a financial reward.

https://www.ombudsman-services.org/
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What other rights do I have?
When a change of the energy or gas provider takes
place after the conclusion of a contract outside the
company's offices, e.g. the salesperson arrives at
your house, it is possible to withdraw from such a
contract within 14 days. The term begins upon
conclusion of the contract. To terminate it, you
just need to send a respective statement before
the expiration of the term.
It is important that the seller themselves is obliged
to notify the consumer about the right to
withdraw. Should they fail to do this or do this
improperly the term for withdrawal can be
extended by as much as 12 months.
After withdrawing from the agreement, the
consumer is exempted from all their obligations
and need only pay for the energy or gas already
used.

Consumer habits
How is energy used at home
during the day?

achieved by making improvements that also benefit a
building’s energy efficiency, and by modifying some of
the everyday behaviours of those living in it.

The way we consume energy at home is related to
both our habits and the performance of everyday
household task. While our overall consumption varies
significantly between the seasons, the general profile
of our energy usage remains fairly consistenct, and is
characterized by low consumption during the night,
increased energy consumption in the morning as we
prepare for work and school, a decrease during late
morning/early afternoon while we’re away from the
home, and another increase in the late
afternoon/early evening when we return home.

How can thermal comfort be improved?
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The total energy consumption of a household also
varies, and is strongly associated with household
composition. With regards to electricity consumption,
the most important factors influencing consumption
are the number of occupants and the types of
electrical appliances used in the home. It is estimated
that a 4-person household will consume from 1.5 kWh
to approx. 3.5 kWh per da.

What is thermal comfort?
Several different parameters influence the internal
environment
within
our
homes,
including
temperature, air velocity and humidity. While thermal
comfort is itself subjective, varying according to
individual preference, it is necessary to have control
over these parameters in order to achieve it. Many
European countries have identified requirements and
recommendations for upper and lower limits of these
parameters, between which adverse effects on the
health of residents or building users is minimised, so it
is important to respect these thresholds. This can be

In most homes, the control of parameters influencing
thermal comfort is relatively simple. Temperature can
be adjusted using the thermostats associated with
your heating system. For central heating systems,
there will usually be a thermostat on your boiler
which sets the maximum temperature achievable by
the system, a room thermostat that will turn the
system on and off in order to maintain a set
temperature, and individual controls on each radiator
to allow you to vary temperatures between rooms.
Room and supplementary heaters will have their own
individual temperature controls. Ventilation also has a
significant impact on thermal comfort, so it is
important not to block ducts. Proper operation and
regulation of heat sources, and improvement of the
energy efficiency of buildings in general, is the key to
achieving the required parameters of thermal
comfort.

Why is ventilation important?
Ventilation and proper airing of the home is important
for the maintenance of a healthy indoor environment.
In poorly ventilated rooms, the presence of people
alone is sufficient to significantly increase the levels of
carbon dioxide. While this is unlikely to cause serious
harm, as most rooms are not completely air-tight, the
reduction in oxygen levels may lead to feelings of
fatigue, distraction and a shortness of breath.
Proper control of ventilation is also necessary for the
regulation of humidity in the home. Many day-to-day
activities, such as washing and cooking, produce
moisture. This moisture then condenses on cold
surfaces like windows and walls. Mould spores can
then flourish on humid plaster, and may be dangerous
to our health; indeed, some are known to have
carcinogenic properties. Ventilation also protects
against poisoning from carbon monoxide, a gas
produced during incomplete combustion, which is
why efficient ventilation is especially important in
homes where old-style gas boilers or free-standing
stoves are used.

How does lighting influence your energy
consumption?
Energy efficient indoor lighting comes in a number of
varieties: energy-saving fluorescent lightbulbs,
halogen bulbs, compact fluorescent lightbulbs and
high-efficiency diodes (LED).
Energy-saving fluorescent lightbulbs have a high
luminous efficiency and long durability, capable of
providing up to 15,000 hours of lighting, where a
traditional incandescent bulb will average only 1000
hours with a luminous efficiency that is almost 4.5
times lower. Compact fluorescent lightbulbs use 65 to
80% less energy than a traditional light bulb of an
equivalent luminosity. Energy-saving halogen
lightbulbs are slightly less efficient, but still have a
durability twice that of traditional incandescent bulbs,
while consuming 30% less energy. At the top of the
range of modern lighting are high-efficiency diodes
(LEDs) which achieve very high luminous efficienies,
with durabilities ranging from 30,000 to 100,000
hours.
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Behaviour change and energy-efficient lighting
Replacing older incandescent bulbs with fluorescent,
halogen or LED lighting will help you to realise
immediate savings on your energy bill. However, this
isn’t the only way to save energy on your lighting.
Simple behavioural changes such as switching off a
light when it is not needed and using natural light
when possible will also reduce your consumption. In
addition, regular cleaning of the lighting fixtures can
also help to improve the quality of light you’re able to
achieve, potentially reducing the need for
supplementary lighting. Dusty lightbulbs can reduce
the intensity of light by 20-50%
BULB
25W
40W
60W
75W
100W
150W

COMPACT FLUORESCENT
5W
8W
12W
15W
20W
35W

Another activity, not directly related to the lighting
itself, but also affecting energy saving, is painting
walls and ceilings in light colors. This causes more
light to be reflected, which in turn means that a
smaller number of light sources are required in a
given room.

Energy audit
What is a home energy audit?
Knowing how you use energy in the home, and how
this influences your overall consumption, is an
important step towards reducing your demand for
energy and saving money. One way of getting to grips
with your usage is to conduct an energy audit of your
property. In the UK, it is a legal requirement that a
property undergo a professional audit to determine its
energy efficiency prior to being sold or let out. These
are to be conducted by accredited Domestic Energy
Assessors (DEA), resulting in the generation of a
detailed Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) for the
property.
Unfortunately not everyone can afford a professional
evaluation of their home’s energy efficiency, but there
are number of checks you can do yourself that don’t
require any specialist tools or technical know-how and
can give you a reasonable idea of where you might be
able to save energy at home.
Draughts
On average, over two thirds of energy consumption in
UK households is associated with heating. One of the
reasons we use so much energy for heating is due to
heat loss. Gaps and cracks in the fabric of a home not
only allow warm air to escape a property, but also draw
in cold air from outside, reducing the indoor
temperature and increasing the demand for heat.
Draughts will most likely occur in areas where two
different building materials meet, such as along a
skirting board, at juncture of walls and ceilings and
around windows and doors. Wetting your hand can
help you feel for draughts in these areas, and once
located, several inexpensive measures are available to
seal them, such as self-adhesive strips or tubes of
sealant. It is important to maintain adequate
ventilation when dealing with draughts in order to
avoid any potential issues with damp.
Insulation
In addition to draughts, heat can also be lost directly
through the materials that make up the exterior
surfaces of a building. Heated indoor air warms the
interior face of a wall, ceiling, window etc, which then

transfers the heat to the cooler outdoor environment.
This transfer and loss of heat from the home can be
minimised by ensuring there is an appropriate level of
insulation in the home.
Insulation can be added to the roof, walls and floor of
a property to help reduce heat loss. For roofs,
insulation is typically added in the loft space of a
property, which can easily be checked if you have
access. The current recommended depth is 270300mm. Checking wall or floor insulation is more
difficult, and may be better left to a professional
tradesman, many of whom will do so free of charge.
Heating
Once you have made sure you’re not losing heat
unnecessarily, it is important to check that heating
system is operating efficiently. In general, heating
equipment should be inspected annually by an
appropriately qualified engineer to ensure it is
functioning properly and safely. The majority of homes
in the UK are heated by a gas wet central heating
system; a boiler with radiators throughout the home.
For most properties this will be the most cost-effective
method of heating.
If your heating system is more than 15 years old, you
should consider replacing it, as the energy efficiency of
heating appliances have improved significantly. A new
unit should reduce your energy consumption,
especially if the existing equipment is in poor
condition.
It is also important to check that you are using your
system optimally. For most this will mean using the
thermostat and timer settings to control your heating
regime so that it is only on when you need it, and is set
to an appropriate temperature.
Lighting
Since the sale of incandescent lightbulbs started to be
phased-out in 2009, lighting has constituted a
decreasing proportion of the overall energy consumed
in homes as older bulbs have been replaced with more
efficient varieties. Nonetheless, it is still worth checking
your lightbulbs to ensure they have all been replaced,
as you will realise an immediate saving by doing so.

Modern bulbs fall into two categories – compactfluorescent lightbulbs (CFLs) and LED. LEDs are the
most efficient form of lighting currently available on
the market, and are becoming increasingly affordable.
While still more expensive than CFLs, LEDs can offer a
better quality of light, have a longer lifespan, and do
not have the hallmark ‘warm-up’ period of most CFLs.
Appliances
The appliances and electronics in your home, and how
you use them, will also influence your energy bills. As
technology advances, appliances in general tend to
become more efficient, particularly now that energy
conservation is high on the political agenda. As such,
gradual replacement of appliances as they age can help
you to save money on your energy bills.
During an energy audit, and can be useful to identify
which appliances consume a lot of energy. All modern
electronic devices should display some information
about their power rating, expressed in watts (W) or
kilowatts (kW), either on the body of the device itself
or in the accompanying paperwork. Once you know the
power rating, it is easy to work out how much energy
your usage of a device requires using the following
equation:

Having the energy usage for your devices converted
into kWh is useful, as it allows you to compare this with
your overall usage on your energy bill, which is also
measured in kWh. You can then identify which devices
are using most energy, and consider how you might be
able to reduce this by using them differently. Our
‘Energy Efficiency’ factsheet contains some useful tips
to help you with this. Actual consumption may vary
according to the technical condition of the device and
its method of usage, but this will still give a reasonable
estimate.
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Keep an eye on your bills
Once you’ve completed each of these checks, you
should have a good idea of how efficiently your home
is running and in what areas it could be improved. It is
important then to keep an eye on your consumption
thereafter to make sure your improvement efforts are
effective.
One simple way of doing this is to review the
information provided on your energy bills. For both
electricity and gas, consumption is expressed in terms
of kilowatt-hours (kWh) used over the billing period i.e.
the previous month, or three months if you pay
quarterly. Keeping an eye on your consumption over
time will help you to monitor how changes you make
at home influence your energy bills, which in turn can
foster habits that help you save money.
Another way of tracking your consumption is by using
an energy monitor/in-home display. These are
provided by your supplier if you opt to have a smart
meter installed, but are also available to purchase and
install yourself. The advantage of using an energy
monitor is that you should be able to identify which
devices are the most expensive to run by watching the
real-time information on the display when the device is
in operation.
Don’t be discouraged if you discover you’re only saving
a few pounds a month - those savings quickly add up
over time, and you also get the satisfaction of
increased comfort in the home, and the knowledge
that you aren’t wasting energy unnecessarily.

Using your energy bill to
help you save money
Understanding your bill
For many of us, energy bills can be confusing. With all
the tables and calculations it can be difficult to
decipher exactly how much you are paying. There are
strong calls to simplify how we are billed for our energy
consumption, and while there has already been some
progress, the legislative changes required to make
significant improvements are not forthcoming.
However, this does not mean that we have to resign
ourselves to paying our energy bills without
understanding them. With a little explanation, it is easy
to determine exactly what you’re being charged for,
which is an important step towards saving money on
your energy bills.

What tariff are you on?
To start off, it is important to understand what kind of
tariff you have with your energy supplier. Since 2014
UK energy suppliers have been obliged to provide
comprehensive information about your current tariff
directly on your energy bills, in an easy to read format,
known as the ‘Tariff Information Label’ (TIL).

the end of your tariff or are considering switching your
provider.

Energy usage
Arguably the most important element of your
energy bill is the amount of energy you have
consumed, and how much this costs. For both
electricity and gas, consumption is expressed in
terms of kilowatt-hours (kWh). This is the name
given to a unit of energy, and it is the standard unit
across all suppliers. One kWh will provide enough
energy to power a 100-watt lightbulb for 10 hours,
or a 1kW appliance for 1 hour.
Your supplier will multiply the amount of kWh you
have used over your billing period (typically per
month or per quarter) by the unit rate (measured
in pence per kWh) for the tariff you are on, to
arrive at the amount you owe for your energy.
These calculations should be shown on your bill,
and will look similar to the example below:

A TIL will be displayed as a table on your bill, and will
include the following information:
Supplier name (e.g. ExcellentEnergy)
Tariff name (the official name of your tariff, e.g.
ExcellentEnergy Fixed 2018)
Tariff type (e.g. fixed, variable)
Payment method (e.g. Direct Debit)
Unit rate (price of energy per kWh)
Standing charge, if applicable (the per day fixed cost
associated with providing your energy supply, such as
meter readings and maintenance)
Tariff end date
Price guarantee (date for when the price you’re
currently paying is guaranteed until)
Exit fees, if applicable (the fees payable if you
terminate your tariff before the official end date)
By reading the TIL on your energy bill, you can see
exactly how your energy bills are calculated on a
monthly and annual basis. This is useful because it
allows you to assess your current tariff and see how it
compares with others on the market, making it easy to
ensure you’re benefitting from the most competitive
rates available.
As your TIL also provides details of your current tariff’s
end date and any applicable exit fees, you can also use
this information as a reminder when you are coming to

As you can see, in addition to your actual energy
consumption, you are also billed for the standing
charge. As mentioned previously, this is a fixed
cost charged by suppliers on a per day basis, and
it covers the costs they incur for maintaining the
supply to your property, such as conducting
maintenance works on the network
infrastructure.
Tariffs and switching
Once you’ve got to grips with the details of your tariff
and your levels of consumption, you can begin to
compare it with other tariffs available on the market.

Before you do so, it helps to understand a little about
the different types of tariffs that are available.
Fixed tariffs - Fixed price energy tariffs (also referred to
as fixed rate plans) are a type of gas and electricity tariff
that provide a set rate per kilowatt hour for a fixed
duration. This is usually 12 months, but can be as long
as three years. As the rate per kilowatt hour is set for
the length of the contract, you would be protected
from price rises on one of these tariffs. However, if the
price of energy fell, you wouldn't benefit from a cut.
It's worth noting that this type of tariff does not protect
you from your monthly/quarterly payments increasing
or decreasing due to changes in your usage, but it does
fix the rate you pay per unit of gas or electricity. Fixed
tariffs are usually the cheapest type of tariff available
on the market, and make up the majority of
competitive deals to be had from switching energy.
Variable tariffs – Standard variable tariffs (SVTs) act as
an energy supplier's default tariff, and are usually the
most expensive types of tariff on the market. When
you come to the end of a fixed price energy tariff, you
could end up paying hundreds of pounds more if you
don't switch again - this is because you may get placed
onto your supplier's standard variable tariff.
Alternatively, if you've just moved home, this will be
the type of tariff you start on with the property's
current supplier.
As SVTs are variable, it means the unit rates of your gas
and electricity can go up and down as your energy
supplier dictates, though they’re obliged to give you
notice of this happening. They are the type of energy
tariff that are affected by price rises.
Dual fuel tariffs - Many suppliers offer tariffs that cover
both your gas and electricity meaning you don’t have
to switch each fuel separately, and both your fuels are
provided by the same supplier. For ease, many
consumers choose a dual fuel tariff option, as it is
convenient to only deal with one energy supplier. This
also means there is only one point of contact for any
issues with your usage, meters, and billing. Some
suppliers offer a discount for having both your fuels
with them so it can work out cheaper to be on a dual
fuel tariff. Dual fuel tariffs can be fixed or variable.
In addition to these tariffs, there are specific tariffs for
customers who use pre-payment meters who must pay
for their energy in advance, and for those with storage
heaters, who can take advantage of a differential day
and night rates, charging their heating off-peak when
electricity is cheap. The numbers of tariffs available to
such customers are usually limited, but it is still
possible to make savings by switching supplier.
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Meter readings and estimated billing
One important aspect to be aware of when it comes to
understanding your bill is whether it is based on actual
consumption data, or whether your usage has been
estimated by your supplier.
In order for your supplier to provide you with an
accurate bill, they need to know exactly how much
energy you have used. They can obtain this information
by reading your gas and electricity meters. For most
customers, it is their own responsibility to provide
these readings to their supplier on a regular basis. This
can be done over the phone, and increasingly online,
using a computer or a smartphone app.
If you do not provide your supplier with a meter
reading at the end of your billing period, they will have
to estimate your usage based on previous consumption
data. This can be useful if you forget to provide your
readings, as it allows you to continue paying for your
energy without disruption. However, by their very
nature, estimations are imperfect, and will not be an
accurate reflection of your actual usage. This can mean
that you the bill you receive could exceed your actual
usage, which may be a problem if you have only been
budgeting for what you’ve been using.
Alternatively, you may receive a bill that
underestimates your actual consumption, and
unwittingly run into fuel debt. This can mean that once
you do provide a meter reading, you could receive an
adjusted bill that is far higher than you expected,
particularly when you’ve not provided meter readings
for a long time.
For this reason, it is important to provide your supplier
with frequent meter readings to ensure accuracy. One
simple way of doing this is to opt to have a smart meter
installed at your property. This will provide your
supplier with readings automatically, removing the
need for you to do it yourself. Nonetheless, it is
important to keep an eye on your bills to make sure
you’re only being charged for the energy you use.

Energy efficiency labels
What are energy labels?
Energy labels provide consumers with basic
information on the energy efficiency of different
products. The energy efficiency of a device is shown on
a scale of from A+++ (the most efficient) to G (the least
efficient), with a corresponding traffic light colour scale
from green to red . The exact range of efficiencies
depicted by the scale will vary depending on the type
of device, but the A+++/G, green/red remains
consistent, providing an easy means of quickly
comparing the efficiency of two or more devices.

What information does the energy label contain?

Manufacturer
or brand
name

Why do we use energy labels?
Energy labels were introduced in an attempt to help
consumers save energy by showing them, at a glance,
how energy efficient a product is. Prior to the
introduction of energy labels, there was no consistent
identification of energy use across appliances, and
consumption was frequently expressed in terms that
were unfamiliar to the layman. Standardised energy
labels overcome this problem by providing information
in the same format across all products, regardless of
the manufacturer. This makes it easier to identify the
most energy-efficient devices (A, A+, A++, A+++), to
help you reduce your energy consumption and save
money on your bills.

Type, model,
version

Efficiency

Efficiency
rating of

rating scale

product

Additional
information
e.g. average
water
consumption

Average
energy
consumption

What additional information can be found on the
energy label?
Examples for some household appliances:

Dishwashers, refrigerators, washing machines:

Dishwashers and washing machines:
The level of noise
emitted in dB

Average annual
water consumption
in liters per year

Refrigerators and freezers:
Washing machines:
The usable capacity of
all chambers in liters
excluding the freezer
compartments

Nominal
capacity in
kilograms

Capacity of
chambers for
storing frozen
food, in liters

Spin
efficiency
class

TV’s:

Dishwashers:
Screen size
Drying
efficiency
class

Nominal capacity
(number of sets of
dishes)

Which devices have energy efficiency labels?
The requirement for energy labels covers a wide range
of household appliance. These include: air
conditioners,
dishwashers,
domestic
ovens,
refrigerators, freezers, lamps and lighting fittings,
radiators, professional refrigeration furniture, hoods,
solid fuel boilers, TV sets, tumble driers, vacuum
cleaners, ventilation units, washing machines and
water heaters.
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A visible switch limiting the
power consumption to 0.01 W or
less / Power consumption
during operation, in watts

There is also a European program called ENERGY STAR,
aimed at voluntary energy labeling of office equipment
(computers, servers, displays, UPS, printers and
scanners). All requirements are described in detail in
Regulation (EU) 2017/1369 of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 4th July 2017 establishing a
framework for energy labeling and repealing Directive
2010/30 / EU.

How to reduce your
energy consumption
Energy efficiency is the most important factor to
consider when looking at how to reduce the energy
consumption of a household. It is dictated by both the
fabric of a building, including the presence of
appropriate insulation, and by the efficiency of energy
systems used therein, such as ventilation, heating and
cooling appliances. However, energy-use habits also
affect the overall level of consumption by a household,
so some simple behavioral changes can be adopted to
reduce your energy costs.

What can you do to save energy
and reduce your bill?
The first step to reducing consumption should be to
conduct an energy audit of the home, and to
implement any recommendedations arising from it.
These might include the addition of insulation, or the
replacement of existing heating systems with more
efficient technologies. The initial costs of these
changes can be significant, but in many cases there are
local or national programs that can help to fund the
installation of such measures. For the most inefficient
properties, implementing such changes can reduce
heat consumption by more than 80%.
In multi-family buildings with central heating, the
building owner or housing co-operative should be
responsible for conducting an energy audit and
implementing any recommendations arising from it.
However, as in the case of single-family houses,
individual residents can still work to reduce their
energy bills by adopting some simple behavioural
changes:
Temperature in the home should be sufficient to
ensure thermal comfort, which in most cases can be
achieved at 20 ° C. It is important to remember,
however, that an increase in indoor temperature by
just one degree can significantly increase energy
consumption. As such, it is important to properly
control your heating regime. A thermostat or
programmer can be used to lower the temperature or
switch the system off at times when heating is not
required, such as at night or when you’re not at home.
The temperature of infrequently used rooms can be
reduced by using individual radiator controls.

Hot pipes that pass through unheated spaces, such as
an attic or basement, should also be insulated to avoid
heat loss to unoccupied areas of the home .
Ventilation is also important. While attempts should
be made to reduce the loss of heated air from the
home, insufficient ventilation may contribute to mould
growth due to the retention of moisture produced by
everdyday activities such as cooking, washing, or drying
clothes. Remember not to block the main ventilation
ducts. If necessary, air the room by fully opening a
window for a short period of time.This is more efficient
than leaving a window constantly ajar, which can have
a large impact on energy consumption. When cooking,
remember to cover pots with a lid - this will help to
reduce moisture production and will also save energy
by speeding up the cooking process.
Radiators should not be blocked by furniture or
covered by curtains. This prevents them from heating
a room efficiently. If you find a room to be
uncomfortably hot, save energy by using the radiator
controls to reduce the level of heating in that room
instead of opening a window.. The condition of the
radiators themselves is also important; a dusty radiator
is less efficient than clean one. To reduce the demand
for heat, minimise heat loss from the home by covering
windows with curtains or blinds at night, and maximise
passive heat gain by uncovering them throughout the
day to allow daylight into the rooms.
Household appliances are mostly powered by
electricity. Air conditioners, dishwashers, electric
ovens, refrigerators and freezers, lamps and fittings,
electric heaters, extraction hoods, televisions, tumble
dryers, vacuum cleaners, ventilation equipment,
washing machines, electric water heaters – they all use
electricity, and are all now required to display an
energy label detailing information about their
efficiency. In many cases, it is worth considering
whether old equipment can be replaced with new,
more efficient models, as this can help to reduce your
electricity consumption and lower your bills. Energy
labels can help you to choose the most energy-efficient
appliances on the market.

How to use household
appliances effectively
The efficiency of an appliance is not the only factor that
influences its consumption of electricity. The
maintenance of an appliance and the manner in which
it is used can also affect its running costs. These simple
rules can help you to use your appliances effectively
and further reduce your energy bills.
Dishwashers should only be run when they are full. It
is more efficient to use a dishwasher when it is filled to
capacity, as most machines will use the same amount
of water and energy irrespective of how full they are. If
you need to run the dishwasher when it’s not full,
check to see if there is a dedicated cycle for incomplete
loads as this will help to save energy. When choosing a
dishwasher, you should take time to consider your
needs to avoid buying a device with excessive capacity.
Energy consumption for a standard dishwashing cycle
for a device with a capacity of 12 sets
Energy class
A+
A++ A+++
Energy consumption in kWh
1.02 0.90 0.84
Energy consumption for a standard cleaning cycle for
an A++ energy class device
Capacity
in sets of
9
10 11 12 13 14 15
dishes
Energy in
0.69 0.74 0.78 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.95
kWh
Refrigerators and freezers should also be carefully
selected to suit your needs, as larger devices cost more
to run. The temperature should be set no lower than 19 ° C for a freezer, and around + 6 ° C for a refrigerator.
These temperatures are sufficient for the contents to
remain fresh without wasting electricity. Refrigerator
doors should not be kept open for longer than is
necessary. When the door is open, the temperature
inside a refrigerator increases, forcing it to work harder
and consume more electricity to return to the desired
temperature. Similarly, placing hot food in either
appliance is not recommended; dishes should first be
cooled to room temperature. To ensure the most
efficient operation of refrigerators and freezers, it is
also recommended to place them in the coolest part of
the room, avoiding exposure to direct sunlight which
can cause fluctuations in the ambient temperature.
Regular defrosting is important, as the ice that
accumulates inside of freezers and refrigerators can act
as a thermal insulation, reducing their efficiency.
Interestingly, thawing frozen products inside a
refrigerator can actually slightly reduce its
consumption of electricity, as the frozen item itself will
have cooling effect on the air inside the unit.
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Lighting is another area in which energy savings can be
easily achieved. The efficiency of lightbulbs has
increased significantly in recent years, so replacing old
bulbs with modern LED equivalents can offer
immediate savings. Further reductions in energy
consumption can be made by ensuring lights are
switched off when they aren’t needed.
Energy consumption by various types of light sources
Compact
Traditional
LED
fluorescent
bulb
lamp
lamp
25 W
5W
2W
40 W
8W
5W
60 W
12 W
6W
75 W
15 W
10W
100 W
20 W
13W
150 W
35 W
26W
TVs should be turned off completely when they are not
in use, as appliances left on stand-by will still consume
some electricity. When purchasing a new TV, size of
screen is often one of the highest priorities, but it
should be remembered that models with larger
displays will usually cost more to run.
Laptops should be turned off when they are not in use.
The use of a screen saver is not an energy-saving
solution. When the battery is fully charged,
disconnecting the charger will avoid unnecessary
electricity consumption.
Washing machines, like dishwashers, should only be
run when they are fully loaded, unless you are using a
cycle designed for incomplete loads. Many models will
also have economy cycles specifically intended to
minimize energy and water consumption. Further
savings can be made by selecting a low temperature
setting for your washing. Most modern detergents will
clean clothes effectively at temperatures of 30 ° C or
below. Selecting an appropriate spin cycle will help to
avoid excessive moisture production when drying
clothes, reducing the need for additional ventilation
and associated heat losses.

Energy supplier and tariff
choice – savings opportunity
Do you think energy costs on
your bill are too high?
Possibly you are right. Apart of energy savings you can
implement in your household, the price of energy itself
can be reduced to save some money. There are two
simply methods we would like to propose to you.

Starting from my contract – important elements
First, you should check the type of contract you have.
How to do it? It very simple; when you receive one bill
for energy – it is a complex contract. If you have two
separate invoices – one for energy used, and second for
distribution – you have two separate contracts,
probably because you have changed the energy
supplier before.
What you can change? The supplier part of the complex
contract or supplier contract in case of two separate
bills. Distribution price stays the same, because
infrastructure and its’ owner stays the same and it is
regulated. However, because of European regulations
of the energy sector, your “electricity cables” can be
used by various companies selling energy, which
means there is a competition. Therefore, you have the
choice.

What to check before?
First, check your current contract. It is important to
examine if you have a fixed-term contract, or the
indefinite period contract. If the time of the contract is
prescribed, it is quite probable that you are obliged to
fulfil the this to the end of it, otherwise supplier can be
entitled to charge you for the premature termination.
Sometimes those costs are high, so check it carefully.
If you already know, when the switch without negative
consequences is possible – check your current supplier
prices. There can be two kind of costs:




Flat, fixed costs – they do not depend on
consumption level (in kWh) and they are
usually paid as monthly fee, nevertheless how
much energy you used.
Variable costs – they depend on kWh of energy
consumed. It means that the more you use, the
more you pay.

Now, you should compare both, flat and variable costs,
calculating on the base of your current consumption.
Remember that if you use small number of kWh, the
saving can be found in fixed costs reduction. If your
consumption is big – the reduction of price per kWh will
be much more important.

kWhprice
in EUR

flat rate
/month

kWh yearly consumption / yearly costs
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000

cheap kWh, high flat rate

€ 0,10

€ 8,00

€ 296,00

€ 396,00

€ 496,00

€ 596,00

€ 696,00

high kWh price, low flat rate

€ 0,12

€ 1,00

€ 252,00

€ 372,00

€ 492,00

€ 612,00

€ 732,00

How should I search for chipper supplier?
There are a lot of comparison tools, mostly online.
However, please keep in mind that:







kWh price is not the only factor
Companies often offers a very good price, but only
if you buy something in addition (telecom services,
insurance, various services). Please think twice if
you really need it?
Some comparison tools are sponsored by suppliers
(!) and you see “promoted offer” on the top,
instead of best offer
The price can significantly vary depending on
proposed duration of contract. Long contracts (like
4 years) can be cheaper, but you are bonded and
the next choice will be possible far ahead of time.
So compare the same durations terms (i.e.
between 24 months offers)

What about collective switching?
Collective switching is one of the most effective tools
to decrease the costs of energy. How it works? Usually,
the consumer organisations or other entities are
gathering the big group of consumers. The only think
you have to do is to register your interest, without
concluding any contracts or paying costs. Then, when
the group is formed, organizers conduct a reversed
auction, inviting all suppliers to bid the price. The
auction is “won” by the supplier proposing the best
price. After the price is known, all registered
consumers receive information about the price,
conditions etc. And each member of the group can
decide if those terms are attractive and if to sign the
contract. The price offered on such auctions is usually
much better than this offered to individuals.
There are some additional benefits of switching
collectively – consumer organisations usually check not
only the price, but also the fairness of the contract,
eliminating potential risks and abusive clauses from it.
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I am happy with my supplier – what is the second
option?
Of course, switching supplier is not always the best
way. Sometimes you can achieve similar effect just
changing your tariff. You should examine your bills in
the same way as described above.
Next step is to describe your household consumption
profile:
Is the energy consumed all day long on the similar level,
or maybe mostly in specific hours, like evening?
Do I have an electric equipment using huge amounts of
energy, but only some hours daily, like electric heating,
water heating boiler or air conditioning?
•
Do I have the same needs during work-days
and weekends? Or maybe I use a lot of energy during
weekend, but from Monday to Friday the consumption
is small?
Answers for the above questions should give you the
picture of your energy consumption profile. And after
than check for the best tariff for you. Savings brought
by this decision can be really significant!

Forms of support
Forms of support and funding for
energy consumers
Since the privatization of electricity and gas markets in
the 1990s, support for energy consumers in the UK has
become increasingly important. In recognition of the
emerging difficulties faced by consumers, numerous
attempts have been made to overcome energy issues
through a variety of schemes, some offering advice or
financial support and others funding the installation of
energy efficiency measures at little or no cost.
At present, several such schemes are in operation
throughout the UK, consumer access to which is
dependent on both the area you live in and a number
of different eligibility criteria. This document will
outline some of the main sources of support and how
you may qualify for them.

Energy Advice
The landscape of energy advice in the UK at present is
quite diverse. Several different organisations operate
in this area and on vastly different scales. At the
national level, organisations such as the Energy Saving
Trust (EST) offer general advice on how to reduce
energy consumption at home, covering aspects of
behavioural change and the installation of energy
efficiency measures in domestic properties. Energy
suppliers themselves also offer similar advice, but
suffer from a low level of consumer trust. At a regional
level, energy agencies and local authorities also
provide advice, offering services such as freephone
advice lines and home energy visits. Such organisations
are often viewed as more trustworthy by consumers,
and benefit from awareness of local energy initiatives
which can prove invaluable when it comes to helping
vulnerable households. Local funding schemes are
often administered by such organisations, which
means they are typically in a position to offer more
comprehensive assistance.

Energy Company Obligation (ECO)
The Energy Company Obligation was introduced by the
UK government in 2013 and is currently the only
national scheme explicitly targeting energy poverty. It
obliges energy suppliers to provide funding to help
vulnerable consumers make their homes more energy
efficient and to reduce their energy bills.
Funding is accessed from energy suppliers through
installers of specific energy efficiency measures. The
ECO scheme contemplates a wide array of insulation
and heating measures, but the measures ultimately
available to a consumer will depend on what is offered
by installers operating in their area.

In practice, this tends to be limited to loft and cavity
wall insulation and boiler replacements.
Eligibility for the funding is dependent on the
consumer’s personal circumstances. The target group
for the scheme at the national level is referred to as the
‘Help to Heat’ group, which consists of households in
receipt of an ECO eligible benefit e.g. income based job
seekers allowance. At a regional level, local authorities
are able to set their own criteria for funding, known as
‘flexible eligibility’, allowing them to tailor support to
the needs of their local area.
The level of funding available to a consumer through
the ECO scheme depends on the energy savings
achievable through the installation of a measure.
Where more can be saved, a higher level of funding can
be offered. To benefit from funding, consumers can
contact installers with access to ECO funding directly,
or can be referred to installers by third-party
organisations such as energy advice agencies or local
authorities themselves.

Warm Homes Fund (WHF)
The WHF is a £150 million fund administered across
England, Wales and Scotland by Affordable Warmth
Solutions, a community interest company. It is
designed to support local authorities, registered social
landlords and other organisations working in
partnership with them, to address some of the issues
affecting energy poor households by incentivising the
installation of affordable heating solutions.
The fund is administered through a bidding process in
which organisations are awarded funding to install
heating systems in energy poor households. Consumer
access to the scheme is dependent on a local
organisation having been successful in bidding for
funding to deliver heating solutions in their area. At
present, coverage is somewhat patchy across the UK,
though all local authorities are welcome to apply for
the funding. To determine whether the WHF is
operating in an area, it is recommended consumers
contact their local authority.
Eligibility for the scheme is based on the same criteria
as is used for the Energy Company Obligation, meaning
there will be some regional variation due to local
authorities selecting different requirements for
‘flexible eligibility’.

FiT and RHI
In addition to schemes aimed at saving energy and
money, the UK government also has programmes
designed to support renewable technologies in line
with its environmental obligations.

The Feed-in Tariffs (FIT) scheme is designed to promote
the uptake of renewable and low-carbon electricity
generation technologies. Customers are paid for the
number of units generated by their installations, as
well as an additional payment for the units exported
back into the national electricity grid. The rates of
payment are made quarterly and are determined by
the department for Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) based on meter readings submitted to
the energy supplier. The FIT scheme is open to
applications from anyone who has installed one of the
following technologies: Solar photovoltaic (solar PV),
Wind, Micro combined heat and power (CHP), Hydro,
Anaerobic digestion (AD). Applications are made
directly to an electricity supplier of the owners
choosing.

Warm Homes Discount (WHD)

Similarly, the Domestic Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI)
is designed to promote the use of renewable heat.
Through the RHI, customers are paid for every unit of
renewable heat they produce on quarterly, and
continue to be paid at a guaranteed rate for a period of
seven years. The rates of payment are again
determined by BEIS, and vary depending on the type of
system installed. The RHI scheme is open to
applications from anyone who has installed one of the
following technologies less than 12 months ago:
biomass boilers and biomass pellet stoves, air source
heat pumps (ASHP), ground source heat pumps (GSHP),
flat plate and evacuated tube solar thermal.
Applications are made to Ofgem, the energy market
regulator.

Cold Weather Payments (CWP)

Further Support
To complement the abovementioned schemes which
support the installation of measures designed to make
a home more energy efficient, or to reduce the cost of
achieving a sufficient level of energy service provision,
there are also schemes that target particularly
vulnerable groups with direct financial aid or other
forms of assistance.
Winter Fuel Payment (WFP)
The Winter Fuel Payment is an annual payment of
between £100 and £300 to help people aged 65 or over
with the costs of keeping warm in the winter. Payments
are made automatically between November and
December to those who have claimed it before or who
are in receipt of the State Pension or another social
security benefit. If a householder hasn’t claimed
before or isn’t in receipt of benefits they will need to
obtain a claim form by calling the Winter Fuel
Payments helpline on 03459 151515.
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The WHD scheme offers a one off payment of £140
(inclusive of VAT) towards the energy bills of
households that need it most in England, Scotland and
Wales. The scheme is administered by energy suppliers
and provided to eligible customers as a payment
credited to their energy account, or as a £140 credit on
their prepayment card or key, during the winter. A
customer is eligible and should automatically receive
the discount if they receive the Pension Credit
Guarantee and are the account holder. Customers on
low incomes or in receipt of means tested benefits may
also be eligible, but will need to contact their supplier
to confirm this, and will have to apply to them for the
scheme each year.

CWPs are made to eligible households in an area where
a period of ‘exceptionally cold weather’ has occurred
or been forecast to occur. The amount of the payment
is £25 for any qualifying week. A period of cold weather
is defined as seven consecutive days during which the
average daily temperature is 0°C or lower. Payments
are made automatically to households in receipt of
certain benefits.
Priority Services Register (PSR)
The PSR is a free service provided by energy suppliers
to customers in need. Through PSR, customers can get
advance notice of planned power cuts, priority support
in emergency situations, password protection on their
energy accounts, meter readings at appropriate
intervals, and can nominate a friend or relative to deal
with their bills. Customers of pensionable age or who
are particularly vulnerable due to disability or longterm health conditions are eligible for PSR, and should
contact their supplier for further information and
registration for the scheme.

Additional Information
Many local authorities operate their own energy advice
programmes, and some also offer financial instruments
accessible only to their constituents. In light of this, and
the regional variability of funding and support more
generally, it is recommended that customers
interested in saving energy and money contact their
local authorities for further assistance.

HEA
Home Energy Advisors
Who are they and how can they
help?
The exact role of the Home Energy Advisor (HEA) will
vary across the ASSIST partner countries depending on
the context in which they operate. Their remit will be
tailored to suit the needs of each country’s consumers,
and will complement existing frameworks for support
in order to maximize the positive impact of their work.
Having said that, irrespective of where they operate,
HEAs will be positioned to support vulnerable
consumers in reducing their energy consumption and
overcoming energy poverty. To enable them to do this,
HEAs will undergo a comprehensive training
programme that will ensure they are knowledgeable in
all aspects of a country’s energy market and the ways
in which vulnerable consumers interact with it. This will
allow HEAs to provide consumers with basic energy
saving advice and to signpost them to further sources
of support. They will have the competencies required
to diagnose a consumers energy problems and provide
bespoke advice according to their situation, drawing on
the experience of advisors and partner agencies that
will form the HEA network.
Although in the UK there are already vocations that
cover the role of Energy Advisor, through working in
the ASSIST programme, it is hoped that the HEA will
increase the number of vulnerable consumers that it is
possible to reach and will have a support network that
adds value to the work being carried out and will allow
the advisors to easily share best practice. The network
will be expanded to include institutions and people
who will be trained and willing to help, with experience
in providing advice and working with vulnerable
consumers.
HEAs will be able to provide advice on topics such as:











understanding an energy bill
switching energy suppliers
selecting an appropriate heating system
monitoring energy consumption
selecting efficient electrical appliances
adopting energy saving behaviours
dealing with cold-callers
accessing grant funding for energy efficiency
registering for consumer support services
resolving disputes with energy suppliers

HEAs in the UK
There are several national and local initiatives and
projects in the fight against energy poverty already in
place in the UK. As such, and in contrast with the other
partner countries, the ASSIST project will aim to engage
only 6 HEAs in the UK. To do so, Severn Wye Energy
Agency (the UK ASSIST partner) will be working with
another local third sector organization, Caring for
Communities and People (CCP), to reach out to
volunteers who will be able to offer advice and support
to vulnerable consumers on a range of issues. The
value of the HEA in the UK will be in the widening of the
support available with regards to energy advice, and
the raising of awareness around energy poverty in
general.
Training of the HEAs by Severn Wye Energy Agency
(SWEA) will commence in October 2018. Once training
has been completed, SWEA will work closely with CCP
in the delivery of the ASSIST action. HEAs will provide
support through both drop-in energy advice sessions at
CCP’s established ‘Cheltenham 1st Stop’ project, and
through home energy advice visits. During the monthly
drop-in sessions, facilitated by one of SWEA’s
professional energy advisors, consumers will be able to
access general information and advice on a range of
energy issues, and will be signposted to SWEA’s
existing ‘Warm & Well’ project for additional support
where necessary. Where more bespoke advice is
required, HEAs will perform a home energy advice visit
to establish what issues a consumer is experiencing and
how they may be supported, referring to SWEA’s
existing ‘Warm & Well’ project where a consumer may
benefit from one of the grant funding schemes for
home energy efficiency improvements.

Further information and
contacts
For more information about the role of HEAs in the
UK, please contact SWEA’s ‘Warm & Well’ project on
0800 500 3076 or warmandwell@severnwye.org.uk.
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Insulation
Why do we use insulation?

Heating and insulation

Limiting the movement of heat between indoor and
outdoor environments is an important aspect of saving
energy at home. This can be achieved by ensuring your
home has an appropriate level of insulation, which will
help you save money on your energy bills and increase
your comfort at home, regardless of the type of heating
system you have.

Having your home appropriately insulated will reduce
your demand for heat, which in turn could affect what
type of heating system is best suited to your property.
As such, if you are considering replacing your heating
system, it is important to first check that you have
sufficient insulation in your home. Failing to do so
could lead you to selecting a heating system with a
capacity that exceeds your requirements, often at
greater expense. Having a suboptimal heating system
will also likely reduce the overall energy efficiency of
your home and negatively impact your energy bills.
Furthermore, by installing insulation you can
permanently minimise your demand for heat, which
will allow you to realise continual savings on your
energy bills over the long-term.

What materials to use?
The first step in reducing the cost of heating your home
is to make sure that it is properly insulated. Heat can
be lost from a property through gaps and cracks in the
building’s fabric, and through the windows, walls,
roofs, and floors themselves. As such, when carrying
out any maintenance works on your property it is
important to consider how they might influence heat
loss, and what materials you could add to minimize it.
There are many different types of insulation for
different applications, so care should be taken to
ensure you are using an appropriate material for the
job at hand. This is often best left to a professional
installer, as some insulating materials can cause skin
irritation. In general, though, you want a material with
a low thermal conductivity (λ) / heat transfer
coefficient (U), installed in accordance with the
appropriate building regulations e.g. 270mm
recommended depth for mineral wool loft insulation.

Installing insulation effectively
The effectiveness of building insulation depends not
only on the materials used, but also on the quality of
workmanship during its installation. It is important to
consider the credentials of any professionals you
employ to carry out insulation works at your home.
When selecting contractors, you should check that they
hold appropriate accreditations confirming their ability
to install insulating materials in line with regulatory
standards. Reading reviews of their previous customers
can also be helpful. There are now a number of
websites allowing you to do this online.

Where to insulate?
Lofts – heat naturally rises, so to avoid losing heat
through your roof, insulation should be added to your
loft space. For most properties this is a relatively easy
job, and an inexpensive measure to install. Insulation is
most commonly placed between the joists in the loft in
the form of rolls of mineral wool. If there are issues
with access, a similar material can be ‘blown’ into the
loft space and is equally effective at insulating your
home. The current recommended depth for loft
insulation is 270-300mm. Care should be taken during
installation to avoid problems with condensation in the
roof partitions by allowing for sufficient ventilation.
Don’t worry if you use your loft for storage, as special
stilts can be added to your joists, allowing you to add
boards above the insulation without compressing it,
which reduces its effectiveness.
Walls – walls are less easy to insulate, and should be
left to a professional installer. The type of insulation
suitable for your home will depend on the type of
walls you have. For cavity walls, which consist of two
layers of brick/block work separated by an air space,
insulation can be ‘blown’ into the gap itself at
relatively little expense. Where damp ingression is a
concern due to the exposure of a building to driving
rain, a special foam can be used instead which forms
an insulating, waterproof barrier within the cavity.

Up to 25% heat is lost through the roof

Up to 35% heat is lost through uninsulated walls

For solid walls, insulation must be added to either the
interior or exterior surface of the wall. There are
several implications of doing so. For interior solid wall
insulation, there will be a reduction of indoor space,
but the upside is that this can be done on a room-byroom basis to spread the cost of the works. For external
wall insulation, weatherproof cladding must be added
to a building’s exterior, which will alter to look of your
home, and may be subject to some planning
restrictions.
Windows and doors – the glass used in windows and
doors offers much less resistance to the transfer of
heat than most other elements of a building’s fabric.
They are also common areas for draughts, due to gaps
and cracks around the frames themselves through
which cool air can enter a room. Depending on the
condition of your windows and doors, the following
upgrades may be advisable:
Curtains or blinds – it may seem obvious, but making
sure your windows and doors are covered will help you
to reduce your heat loss. In effect, they act as another
layer of insulation, and they can also prevent draughts
from encroaching further into your home. This is an
example of action that will allow you to make savings
on your energy bill at relatively little expense.
The arrangement of curtains and hangings is also
important, so that they do not so that they do not
obscure the radiators that are often under the
windows. Curtains that are too long will direct the heat
flow from the radiators to the windows, significantly
increasing the amount of heat lost from your home.
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Draught-proofing your windows and doors will limit
the penetration of cool air into the home and reduce
heat loss further still. Windows can be sealed inside
their structure (e.g. between the sashes), as well as
outside. When sealing the windows, it is important that
you do not seal any of the in-built vents, as partial air
exchange is necessary to maintain good internal
conditions and avoid any potential issues with damp.
Draught-proofing your windows can also provide the
additional benefit of limiting external noises and the
penetration of dust into your home. For old windows
and doors in a poor condition, replacement is the
better option.
Reducing the size of windows – if you are undertaking
significant renovation works at your property, you
may wish to consider reducing the size of your
windows, particularly in colder rooms with large areas
of glazing.

